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SCHOOL SUPPLIES - Academic Year 2023/2024 
SECONDE CLASSES   

 
As part of our efforts to reduce the weight of school bags and in line with what we teach students 
about sustainable development, you will find the new list of school supplies. You can purchase the 
supplies locally, opt for recycled paper, or reuse an unfinished notebook from the previous year. 
 
The head teacher will inform students at the start of the school year about the supplies to bring for 
the orientation sessions. 
 

 
COMMON 
 SUPPLIES 

 

A pencil case with: Ink pen, HB and 2H pencils, eraser, white glue stick, round-
tipped scissors, coloured pencils, markers (red, orange, yellow, dark blue, light 
blue, green, brown, purple, pink, black) graduated ruler, set square, protractor, 
compass, highlighter pens (4 colours), scotch tape, fine-tipped black marker. 
A school planner in paper or digital form 
Large A4-sized perforated single sheets  
Large A4-sized perforated single sheets “petits carreaux” 
Large double A4-sized sheets 
Graph paper 
Transparent plastic pockets for binders 
Dividers for binders (please provide one set per subject requiring a binder) 
A sleeve for the Chromebook (dimension: 31 x 21 x 2 cm) equivalent to a sleeve 
for an 11-inch laptop. 
Earphones (PC/Jack plug) 
A small packet of disinfectant wipes 
A coded padlock for the locker. 
A recent (2022) passport type photo (to bring on the first day of school) for 
the “carnet de correspondance” to bring on the first day of school. 

FRENCH 1 large binder A4 format (to put classnotes and lessons at home) 
1 large soft binder A4 format (to bring to school) 
Transparent sheet protectors for binders  
1 set 12 dividers for binder 

LATIN (option) 1 large notebook (96 pages) 
Dictionnaire de poche latin-français, Félix Gaffiot, ISBN : 9782021814080 

HISTORY- GEOGRAPHY 
EMC (Moral and Civic 

Education) 

For students from classique section: 
- Notebook or binder, free choice of student  
- Normograph (circles of different sizes, squares, rectangles, triangles, curved shapes): 
They can be purchased in Singapore. 
- Markers (box of 12) 
- Fine markers/fine-point markers for sketches. 
For students from section SI (IGCSE History and IGCSE Geography) 
- one red A4 notebook (for History) and one blue A4 notebook (for Geography) 
European Section HG: 

     - 1 A4 notebook, 96p. to be covered. + Clear file 50 pages 
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ENGLISH 
ENGLISH SI 

A LARGE A4 format notebook (24x32), or 60 page-clear book 
 + EARPHONES (wired preferably) 

MANDARIN A A4 format notebook 

SPANISH LVB 
2 A4 Notebooks of 96 pages, to be covered. 
A folder for storing evaluations. 
Earphones 
 
Recommended for home use: "BESCHERELLE Espagnol les verbes" by Hatier, ISBN 
2218926172. 

GERMAN 2 A4 notebooks of 96 pages or binder with A4 single sheets 

 
MATHEMATICS ● free choice of student: a large binder or large notebook format 24x32 

 
● 1 calculator: Teachers recommend a calculator suitable for middle school 
programs, such as Casio or TI (Texas Instruments) brands. For a purchase in 
France, choose a model labelled 'collège'; for a purchase in Singapore (for 
example, at Popular), choose a model labelled 'Secondary school' 

SVT 
 

A large soft binder with dividers; large A4 single sheets; ten perforated plastic pockets for 
binder. 

PHYSICAL SCIENCES Binder, portfolio or clearbook, free choice of the student 

ECO & SOCIAL 
SCIENCES 

1 large format binder, single sheets A4 format, plastic perforates pockets for binder 

EP MANDATORY:  
1 sports outfit  
1 pair of sports shoes  

DIGITAL SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY 

A 40 page clear book; single sheets large format   
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